Animal communication sounds contain spectrotemporal fluctuations which provide 4 powerful cues for detection and discrimination. Human perception of speech is 5 influenced both by spectral and temporal acoustic features, but is most critically 6 dependent on envelope information. To investigate the neural coding principles 7 underlying the perception of communication sounds, we explored the effect of disrupting 8 the spectral or temporal content of 5 different gerbil call types on neural responses in the 9 awake gerbil's primary auditory cortex (AI). The vocalizations were impoverished 10 spectrally by reduction to 4 or 16 channels of band-passed noise. For this acoustic 11 manipulation, a neuron's average firing rate did not carry sufficient information to 12 distinguish between call types. In contrast, the discharge patterns of individual AI 13 neurons reliably categorized vocalizations composed of only 4 spectral bands with the 14 appropriate natural token. The pooled responses of small populations of AI cells 15 classified spectrally disrupted and natural calls with an accuracy that paralleled human 16 performance on an analogous speech task. To assess whether discharge pattern was 17 robust to temporal perturbations of an individual call, vocalizations were disrupted by 18 time-reversing segments of variable duration. For this acoustic manipulation, cortical 19 neurons were relatively insensitive to short reversal lengths. Consistent with human 20 perception of speech, these results indicate that the stable representation of 21 communication sounds in AI is more dependent on sensitivity to slow temporal 22 envelopes than on spectral detail. 23 24 Keywords auditory cortex, species-specific vocalizations, spike timing, 25 envelope cues 26 27 3 INTRODUCTION 28 29 Animal communication sounds are composed of spectral and temporal cues that each 30 contribute to detection and discrimination. The perceptual relevance of temporal 31 modulations of amplitude is suggested by the prominent representation of modulation 32 frequencies below 16 Hz in natural sounds, including speech (Drullman et al. 1994; 33 Elliott and Theunissen 2009; Xu and Pfingst 2008). In fact, modulation frequencies 34 below 50 Hz are sufficient to support robust speech recognition, even when the spectral 35 information is reduced to only 4 bands of noise (Shannon et al. 1995). Conversely, 36 speech recognition is reduced when temporal information is disrupted by iteratively time-37 reversing speech segments of longer than 50 ms (Saberi and Perrott 1999). These 38 findings are consistent with the theory that temporal coherence, including low frequency 39 amplitude modulations, are critical for extracting an auditory stream in a noisy 40 environment (Shamma et al. 2011). This theory predicts that disrupting temporal cues 41 would have a greater impact on the neural encoding of vocalizations than would 42 disruption of spectral cues. Here, we tested this idea by characterizing the response of 43 auditory cortex neurons in awake gerbils to species-specific vocalizations in which 44 spectral or temporal cues were altered.
187
approximately 35 minutes per cell. Cells tested with spectrally and temporally disrupted 188 calls comprise partially overlapping sets.
190
Stimulus set for the Spectral Disruption experiment 191 While the terms "spectral" and "temporal" are used variously by different investigators,
192
for the purposes of this study, we define temporal properties as the amplitude envelopes 193 of vocalizations, and spectral properties as the overall spectral content and power of a 194 vocalization.
196
Five standard calls (aggression, alarm, food dispute, mating, and disturbance) were 197 used for the spectral disruption experiment. For each call, three disrupted versions were 198 generated: 16-channel, 8-channel and 4-channel vocoded versions. To create these 199 stimuli, we used a freeware vocoding program (TigerCis version 1.04.03, Qian-Jie Fu).
200
The frequency range for spectral information was defined as 2-40 kHz, in accordance 201 with the range of call fundamental frequencies. Channel boundaries were assigned 202 using a logarithmic distribution or Greenwood function (Greenwood 1991) . It should be 203 noted that vocoding the calls changes not only the spectral, but also the high-frequency 204 temporal information due to the introduction of band-passed noise, which contains more 205 energy at high frequencies than the original calls do.
207
The full stimulus set consisted of the five natural calls, the five 4-channel calls, the five 8- Either approach would have confounded the interpretation of the results. In the final 228 manipulation, the entire call was time-reversed. Each stimulus -the natural call, the 229 locally time-reversed calls, and the fully time-reversed call -were presented 25 times 230 consecutively at a rate of 1/s, with a silent interval of 1 s between each set of 25. It 231 should be noted that this local reversal procedure results in discontinuities in the 232 frequency signal, creating a local broadband noise artifact at the segment borders.
234
The temporal disruption test was usually accompanied by a sinusoidally amplitude- as well as across subpopulations of cells ("pooled histograms"). We did not exclude 252 onset responses, as is sometimes done in the analysis of responses to long, arbitrary 253 waveforms.
255
Several quantitative methods of comparing response patterns to complex stimuli were 256 employed during within-cell as well as across-cell and across-population comparisons.
257
Each of these methods implicitly assumes that a downstream neuron or neuronal 258 population is "reading" the output of AI cells, and each requires a timescale or bin size 259 parameter to define the resolution at which this readout is performed. Although all the 260 methods operate on similar principles, not all are equally well-suited to single-cell or 261 population level analysis, and each is associated with specific disadvantages. Thus, 262 different approaches were employed depending on the issue under examination.
264

Analysis of population responses: K-means clustering using Euclidean distance 265
The first method used in this study is k-means clustering (implemented in Matlab), which 266 can be performed either with single cell PSTHs or with pooled histograms from a cell 267 population. This procedure permits the partitioning of a set of observations into a 268 specified number of mutually exclusive clusters using a specified metric of dissimilarity.
269
Each observation is handled as an object in a multi-dimensional space; the algorithm 270 aims to set the centroids of each cluster so as to minimize the distance (in terms of the 271 specified metric) between observations within each cluster, and to maximize the 272 distance between adjacent clusters.
274
In this study, each observation was a pooled histogram, represented as a vector with 275 each value denoting the number of spikes in one bin. A range of bin sizes was tested (1, 276 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 ms). The dissimilarity of these vectors was determined by calculating 277 8 the Euclidean distance between them. Alternative dissimilarity measures, for example,
278
one minus the sample correlation between histograms, or one minus the cosine of the 279 included angle formed between two vectors, were also considered, and produced 280 qualitatively similar results for several tested cells (data not shown). Euclidean distance 281 was chosen because it assesses differences both in the relative distribution of spikes 282 among bins as well as in the absolute numbers of spikes in each bin.
284
The clustering algorithm was set to search for a solution which minimized the sum of 285 distances from each observation to its cluster centroid over 200 iterations. Nonetheless,
286
it was possible that the solution found was a local minimum which did not produce the 287 best separation between responses. To protect against this possibility, 100 repetitions 288 of the iterative clustering were executed, and the best solution among all repetitions was 289 used. Note that the number of solution improvements over 100 repetitions generally did 290 not exceed five. The results were checked to verify that there were no empty clusters.
292
VP spike timing distance
293
A disadvantage of using a Euclidean distance-based metric of dissimilarity is the 294 necessity of pre-binning responses, thus artificially introducing categorical separations 295 between adjacent time bins. This problem is avoided by another spike timing-based 296 measure (Victor and Purpura 1997), which will hereafter be referred to as "VP spike 297 timing distance". This metric compares a pair of spike trains in terms of the minimal 298 "cost" of converting one train into the other. This cost is defined as the absolute 299 difference in the total number of spikes between the trains (i.e., the number of spike 300 additions or deletions that must be performed for the trains to match in firing rate), plus 301 the magnitude of lateral movements of spikes necessary to perfectly align the remaining 302 spikes in the two trains. The latter is calculated as the absolute time difference in the 303 occurrence of the spikes to be aligned, multiplied by the cost of the movement, which is 304 in turn defined as:
where the timescale is expressed in milliseconds. Thus, at large timescales of analysis, 307 the cost of spike movement becomes small, and the absolute difference in the total spike 308 count determines the dissimilarity between two trains. The VP spike timing distance 309 then becomes primarily an assessment of rate coding on the basis of average firing rate.
310
Conversely, at very small analysis timescales, the cost of moving spikes becomes 311 significant, and spike timing plays a greater role than total spike count in determining 312 spike train similarity. To confirm this, for several cells, VP spike timing analysis was 313 performed at a very large timescale of 100,000 ms and compared to the results of 314 differentiating responses purely on the basis of total spike count. Results were identical 315 (data not shown).
317
Classification algorithm using VP spike timing distance 
332
One possible decision method is to select one spike train from A and one spike train 333 from B to serve as template responses, and assign all other spike trains to A or B based 334 on which template is closer in VP spike timing distance. The drawback of this approach 335 is that, if responses within each set show significant variability, the performance of the 336 algorithm will depend significantly on the particular choice of template.
338
The classification algorithm implemented in this study is an extension of the probability 339 distribution concept. Suppose that a given spike train occurred in response to stimulus 
360
Finally, the results from all bootstrap samples are averaged to determine a mean 361 percent correct, and the standard error of the mean is calculated to assess its reliability.
362
The number of bootstrap samples was empirically set at 1000 for comparisons of two 
395
Since all comparisons rely on reference set A, it is important that set A is truly where N is the number of spikes in the region of interest and VS is the vector strength.
432
Modified Rayleigh statistic values of 13.8 or higher correspond to statistically significant 
455
To determine the number of neurons required for robust classification of natural calls, we necessitated including neurons which did not differentiate well among the stimuli, and 478 whose assignments added noise to the classification. These may be cells which are not 479 normally involved in this type of task. We found no sex differences in the processing of 480 natural calls (data not shown).
482
Spectral disruption does not prevent call discrimination
483
Single AI neurons (n=24) were tested with natural and spectrally disrupted calls. Raster
484
plots showing the response to an aggression, an alarm, and a disturbance call are 485 presented for two cells (Figure 3) . For a single vocalization, if natural and spectrally 486 disrupted variants elicit similar neural responses, this implies that fine spectral detail is 487 not critical for call representation in AI.
489
To quantify the degree of similarity between AI cell representations of natural and was classified as belonging to one of the five call types.
502
As illustrated in Figure 1A , a confusion matrix was constructed for each neuron and 
521
This analysis was performed for all cells, and results were averaged across the sample. 
547
To determine the number of neurons required for robust classification, the clustering 
567
As for the spectral disruption experiment, a classification algorithm based on spike was an important factor in temporal disruption detection.
599
Another possibility is that some neurons responded to the noise artifacts created by the 600 reversal procedure, and that these responses contributed to the discrimination of 601 temporally disrupted calls from natural ones. If so, then one would expect stimuli 602 disrupted on a short timescale (e.g., 5-20 ms) to cause larger changes in the neural 603 response, as compared to stimuli disrupted on long timescales (e.g., 100 ms), since the 604 former contain many more of these noise artifacts. This is the opposite of what we 605 observe (Figure 7A, B) , suggesting that the contribution of noise artifacts to the 606 observed differences in call discrimination is relatively small.
608
To further test the idea that temporal disruptions up to ~20 ms do not dramatically alter 609 call representation by AI neurons, we examined the ability of a small sample of neurons 610 (N=10) to classify natural food dispute calls, food dispute calls disrupted at 5, 10, or 20 611 ms, and two other natural call types in a similar frequency range (Figure 7C) . We found 612 significant confusion among the natural, 5-ms-reversed, and 10-ms-reversed food 613 dispute calls, suggesting that the response patterns were not sufficiently different when 614 the call was disrupted on these short timescales. However, the neurons classified the 
620
To assess call representation amongst a small population of AI neurons, we pooled the 621 discharge patterns of all cells to each natural and temporally disrupted call. Figure 8A 622
shows population histograms of the responses to the food call and its temporally 623 disrupted versions. (Note: since stimuli were selected to maximize responsiveness, not 624 all 37 tested cells were probed with the same call. Figure 8A shows the pooled 
630
To quantify differences in the population representation, we computed Euclidean 631 distance (Methods) between the reversed call response and the natural call response for 632 each reversal length (Figure 8B) . Points were fit with a power function, as this 633 emphasizes the transition that occurs with increasing reversal length (R 2 =0.78).
634
Differences between the natural call and calls disrupted at the shortest timescales of 5 635 and 10 ms were on the same order of magnitude as the difference between two samples 
662
We also examined the correspondence between neurons' responses to SAM tones,
663
where available, and their sensitivity to temporal call disruption. Although there was only 664 a weak linear relationship between the highest modulation frequency to which cells could 665 follow SAM and the shortest detected call reversal (data not shown), there was 666 nonetheless a consistent pattern in these two measures of temporal integration.
667
Neurons whose temporal integration window, as assessed by SAM cutoff, was less than 668 120 ms tended to detect reversals of 10 ms or shorter at the criterion level of 70% 680
where FR i is that average firing rate for any natural or spectrally disrupted call, and FR ag1 682 is the average firing rate for the natural aggression call. Average firing rate was 
714
Representation of natural vocalizations by neurons in auditory cortex
715
We found that the temporal response patterns of individual AI neurons permitted 716 relatively good classification of natural gerbil calls (Figure 2) , while call selectivity as 717 assessed by average firing rate was low (Figure 10) . This accords well with what has guinea pig calls that were presented (Suta et al. 2003) . Auditory cortical neurons in the 729 bat also responded with similar peak firing rates to multiple social calls, but the temporal 730 structure of the responses was unique for each call (Medvedev and Kanwal 2008) . In 731 the auditory thalamus of rats and guinea pigs, half of the sampled cells were not very 732 selective and responded to all 4 presented vocalizations (Philibert et al. 2005 ).
734
Our findings based on the limited data we collected with synthetic sounds indicate that 
743
It should be noted that because the animals did not have the opportunity to orient to 744 stimuli or to exhibit other voluntary responses, variation in attention is an uncontrolled 745 variable in this study. Since each stimulus was presented at least 25 consecutive times,
746
it is likely that any attention to the stimulus would have habituated, thereby minimizing 747 the effects of variation in attention on the phenomena observed.
749
Impact of spectral disruption of calls on cortical representation 750
Our findings indicated that when spectral information in gerbil calls is degraded to only 4 751 channels of bandpassed noise, AI neurons were still able to reliably classify calls. This
752
finding is consistent with human performance on a speech discrimination task in which to discriminate between spectrally reduced songs at a high level of accuracy (Vernaleo
765
and Dooling 2011). Each of these findings suggest that non-human animals rely more 766 heavily on temporal than spectral cues. Additionally, some neurons in the auditory 767 cortex of bats also respond robustly to vocalizations that are missing many spectral 768 details (Ohlemiller et al. 1996) .
770
Although the responses of individual neurons in AI can be surprisingly good at matching 
780
The notion that a population of neurons is required to accurately classify communication Our experiment was originally suggested by an analogy with human speech processing.
792
Here, it is found that locally reversing speech on a timescale of 100 ms or more impedes 793 recognition (Saberi and Perrott 1999) . However, it is likely that listeners can distinguish 794 speech reversed in 5-50 ms segments from natural speech (personal observations). This
795
suggests that humans process the locally reversed stimuli at two perceptual levels: one 796 is determined by the acoustic dissimilarity between waveforms, and the second is 
801
Perhaps a closer behavioral correlate to our findings is the observation that zebra 802 finches can discriminate perfectly between natural songs and songs with a single 803 reversed syllable when that syllable is longer than 100 ms, but their performance 804 appears to degrade gradually for shorter syllables (Vernaleo and Dooling 2011) .
805
Specifically, we found that there was a gradual reduction in the percentage of AI neurons 806 that could not discriminate between reversed and natural calls as reversal length 807 increased ( Figure 7B) .
809
Our findings indicate that reversed FM is not a significant contributor to AI neurons' 810 ability to discriminate temporally disrupted vocalizations from natural ones ( Figure 7B) ; 811 instead, there seems to be a general correlation between reversal detection and AM 
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